
    

COMPARISON 
TEST 

Easy to install 

Low-profile 6.5" separate sets  

AUTOSOUND RECEIVED AN E-MAIL, IN WHICH A READER SAID THAT HE WANTED US TO TEST CHEAPER LOW-PROFILE 6.5" TWO-WAY 
SEPARATE SETS OF SPEAKERS. AS THESE PRODUCTS HAD SO FAR NOT BEEN TESTED, WE DECIDED TO COMPLY WITH HIS WISH AND 

PUT FIVE SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT EASY-TO-INSTALL SPEAKER SYSTEMS UNDER THE MICROSCOPE. 

Test arrangements 
The selection criteria for the sets of speakers were an 

installation depth under 55mm for the woofers and a price for 

the set in the €129-199 bracket. Based on these conditions, we 

got five suitably different sets. A thorough installation and 

sound test was performed for each set. 

This time, the speakers were listened only installed in a 

car, which differs from normal test procedure. This way, the 

speakers' installation-friendliness could naturally be more 

thoroughly studied. The sets were played using a high-quality 

Genesis 2xl00-watt Dual Mono amplifier, whose power reserve 

was certainly enough for this particular selection. 

In the test, frequency corrections for frequencies above 2.5 

kHz were not used. Only known errors resulting from the car's 

acoustics were corrected. The adjustments made were the same 

for all the sets. So that a proper idea of the sets' bass 

reproduction could be gained, no dividing filters other than 

The sets of speakers for this product group are usually 

marketed based on the shallow installation depth of the woofer 

elements. A low-profile woofer is really one factor that makes 

installation of a set of speakers easier. This alone, however, is 

not enough. The installer's job can also be made easier by 

making the tweeter elements as small as possible and by 

adding a comprehensive set of installation accessories to the 

product package. Also, as far as physical dimensions are 

concerned, small dividing filters are a nice thing in installation. 

But what about thinking about things from a point of view 

of sound quality? A light construction woofer does not perhaps 

have the same authority around the lower frequencies as its 

more sturdy comrades. Also as far as the tweeters are 

concerned, the general understanding - which several previous 

test and experiments f have backed up - is that a tweeter with a 

very small diaphragm is always to some extent a compromise 

in relation to sound quality. In the dividing filters too, very 

small coils and condensators do not usually produce brilliant 

quality. 

The abovementioned matters made this test quite 

interesting. It is already a well-known fact that, on the altar of 

ease of installation, it has been necessary to sacrifice some 

sound quality, but this time we aimed to find out how much 

and how successfully. 

TEST EQUIPMENT 
  
■■■■    PlayerPlayerPlayerPlayer    Alpine DVIAlpine DVIAlpine DVIAlpine DVI----9990999099909990    
••••    Signal processorSignal processorSignal processorSignal processor    Alpine PXIAlpine PXIAlpine PXIAlpine PXI----H990H990H990H990    

■■■■    AmplifierAmplifierAmplifierAmplifier    Genesis Dual Genesis Dual Genesis Dual Genesis Dual Mono.Mono.Mono.Mono.    

 2 x 100 W RMS2 x 100 W RMS2 x 100 W RMS2 x 100 W RMS    

■■■■    CablesCablesCablesCables    Stinger current cabling, Focal Stinger current cabling, Focal Stinger current cabling, Focal Stinger current cabling, Focal 
Utopia speaker cables and Utopia speaker cables and Utopia speaker cables and Utopia speaker cables and 
SupraSupraSupraSupra----RCA cablesRCA cablesRCA cablesRCA cables    

••••    OtherOtherOtherOther    2 x Stinger batteries, 2 x Stinger batteries, 2 x Stinger batteries, 2 x Stinger batteries, 
external power sourceexternal power sourceexternal power sourceexternal power source    

 
LISTENING MATERIAL 

In the middle of DLS's woofer cone are double cones that 
improve the reproduction of higher frequencies. 

Text and pictures: 

Sound quality and installation 



 



 

TEST WINNER! 

■■■■    Recommended Recommended Recommended Recommended 
pricepricepriceprice    

€€€€179179179179    

■■■■    ImporterImporterImporterImporter    Audio Hellman OyAudio Hellman OyAudio Hellman OyAudio Hellman Oy    

■■■■    TelephoneTelephoneTelephoneTelephone    02020202----2437454243745424374542437454    

■■■■    WebsiteWebsiteWebsiteWebsite    www.dls.fiwww.dls.fiwww.dls.fiwww.dls.fi    

 FREQUENCY RESPONSEFREQUENCY RESPONSEFREQUENCY RESPONSEFREQUENCY RESPONSE    

BASIC INFORMATIONBASIC INFORMATIONBASIC INFORMATIONBASIC INFORMATION    

TEST WINNERTEST WINNERTEST WINNERTEST WINNER    
From a point of view of the woofer, DLS's set of speakers is not From a point of view of the woofer, DLS's set of speakers is not From a point of view of the woofer, DLS's set of speakers is not From a point of view of the woofer, DLS's set of speakers is not 
actually a 'slimlineactually a 'slimlineactually a 'slimlineactually a 'slimline' set, but more a normal separate set, which is ' set, but more a normal separate set, which is ' set, but more a normal separate set, which is ' set, but more a normal separate set, which is 
a little lowera little lowera little lowera little lower----profile than average. From a point of view of profile than average. From a point of view of profile than average. From a point of view of profile than average. From a point of view of 
installation depth, however, it met the conditions of the test. installation depth, however, it met the conditions of the test. installation depth, however, it met the conditions of the test. installation depth, however, it met the conditions of the test. 
When installing, we noticed, for example, that the mounting When installing, we noticed, for example, that the mounting When installing, we noticed, for example, that the mounting When installing, we noticed, for example, that the mounting 
screws that came with iscrews that came with iscrews that came with iscrews that came with it could not be screwed very easily into t could not be screwed very easily into t could not be screwed very easily into t could not be screwed very easily into 
wood. The metal frame of the woofers is also quite soft and wood. The metal frame of the woofers is also quite soft and wood. The metal frame of the woofers is also quite soft and wood. The metal frame of the woofers is also quite soft and 
bends easily. There are two practical screw connections in the bends easily. There are two practical screw connections in the bends easily. There are two practical screw connections in the bends easily. There are two practical screw connections in the 
dividing filters. They make it easier to find the location, but dividing filters. They make it easier to find the location, but dividing filters. They make it easier to find the location, but dividing filters. They make it easier to find the location, but 
increase the number of connecincrease the number of connecincrease the number of connecincrease the number of connections to be made. The separate tions to be made. The separate tions to be made. The separate tions to be made. The separate 
dividing filters are then good when the woofer is in the door and dividing filters are then good when the woofer is in the door and dividing filters are then good when the woofer is in the door and dividing filters are then good when the woofer is in the door and 
the tweeter in the dashboard. The separate dividing filters make the tweeter in the dashboard. The separate dividing filters make the tweeter in the dashboard. The separate dividing filters make the tweeter in the dashboard. The separate dividing filters make 
OEM updates easier, as well as finding the location inside the OEM updates easier, as well as finding the location inside the OEM updates easier, as well as finding the location inside the OEM updates easier, as well as finding the location inside the 
door. door. door. door. The set's user instructioThe set's user instructioThe set's user instructioThe set's user instruction are at a basic level.n are at a basic level.n are at a basic level.n are at a basic level.    

TECHNICAL QUALITYTECHNICAL QUALITYTECHNICAL QUALITYTECHNICAL QUALITY    

SOUND QUALITYSOUND QUALITYSOUND QUALITYSOUND QUALITY    

EASE OF INSTALLATIONEASE OF INSTALLATIONEASE OF INSTALLATIONEASE OF INSTALLATION    

SOUND 
Mikko's kick is lighter than in the previous one (Kicker). The tone Mikko's kick is lighter than in the previous one (Kicker). The tone Mikko's kick is lighter than in the previous one (Kicker). The tone Mikko's kick is lighter than in the previous one (Kicker). The tone 
is better and the differentiation very nice. The reversal of the is better and the differentiation very nice. The reversal of the is better and the differentiation very nice. The reversal of the is better and the differentiation very nice. The reversal of the 
treble phase hardly made the sound more pleasant at all. Here treble phase hardly made the sound more pleasant at all. Here treble phase hardly made the sound more pleasant at all. Here treble phase hardly made the sound more pleasant at all. Here 
too the tweeter hisses a too the tweeter hisses a too the tweeter hisses a too the tweeter hisses a little. Level adjustment is only two little. Level adjustment is only two little. Level adjustment is only two little. Level adjustment is only two 
decibels, which is too little in practice.decibels, which is too little in practice.decibels, which is too little in practice.decibels, which is too little in practice.    

It is easy to notice that the midIt is easy to notice that the midIt is easy to notice that the midIt is easy to notice that the mid----voice area of Jorma from voice area of Jorma from voice area of Jorma from voice area of Jorma from 
Agents is more open than with the previous one. The bassist Agents is more open than with the previous one. The bassist Agents is more open than with the previous one. The bassist Agents is more open than with the previous one. The bassist 
really roars at higher frequencies. The treble is not plereally roars at higher frequencies. The treble is not plereally roars at higher frequencies. The treble is not plereally roars at higher frequencies. The treble is not pleasant, asant, asant, asant, 
even on this track. Rajaton goes nicely and a sense that they are even on this track. Rajaton goes nicely and a sense that they are even on this track. Rajaton goes nicely and a sense that they are even on this track. Rajaton goes nicely and a sense that they are 
really there is noticeable. The resolution capacity is better than really there is noticeable. The resolution capacity is better than really there is noticeable. The resolution capacity is better than really there is noticeable. The resolution capacity is better than 
the previous one. The stereo image and location differentiation is the previous one. The stereo image and location differentiation is the previous one. The stereo image and location differentiation is the previous one. The stereo image and location differentiation is 
clearly better than the previous one. Junior Wellclearly better than the previous one. Junior Wellclearly better than the previous one. Junior Wellclearly better than the previous one. Junior Wells really rocks s really rocks s really rocks s really rocks 
and the reproduction is powerful. The audio power suffers when and the reproduction is powerful. The audio power suffers when and the reproduction is powerful. The audio power suffers when and the reproduction is powerful. The audio power suffers when 
increased quickly without tightening the reproduction. The increased quickly without tightening the reproduction. The increased quickly without tightening the reproduction. The increased quickly without tightening the reproduction. The 
previous set actually felt a little nicer louder when the bass was previous set actually felt a little nicer louder when the bass was previous set actually felt a little nicer louder when the bass was previous set actually felt a little nicer louder when the bass was 
dominant.dominant.dominant.dominant.    

RammsteinRammsteinRammsteinRammstein    rocks and has a very good kick. There is, rocks and has a very good kick. There is, rocks and has a very good kick. There is, rocks and has a very good kick. There is, 
however, some extra hiss with those clowns. The thundering low however, some extra hiss with those clowns. The thundering low however, some extra hiss with those clowns. The thundering low however, some extra hiss with those clowns. The thundering low 
parts reproduce really excellently. In the woofers there is also parts reproduce really excellently. In the woofers there is also parts reproduce really excellently. In the woofers there is also parts reproduce really excellently. In the woofers there is also 
good resolution at the low end. The kick in Lynyrd Skynyrd's good resolution at the low end. The kick in Lynyrd Skynyrd's good resolution at the low end. The kick in Lynyrd Skynyrd's good resolution at the low end. The kick in Lynyrd Skynyrd's 
None Of Us Are Free whenNone Of Us Are Free whenNone Of Us Are Free whenNone Of Us Are Free when    played loud makes the woofers 'plop' played loud makes the woofers 'plop' played loud makes the woofers 'plop' played loud makes the woofers 'plop' 
a bit, that's to say the kick clearly loses dynamism and lower a bit, that's to say the kick clearly loses dynamism and lower a bit, that's to say the kick clearly loses dynamism and lower a bit, that's to say the kick clearly loses dynamism and lower 
frequencies. Toccata clearly brings out the superiority of the frequencies. Toccata clearly brings out the superiority of the frequencies. Toccata clearly brings out the superiority of the frequencies. Toccata clearly brings out the superiority of the 
bass end over the previous one, and it now has power and bass end over the previous one, and it now has power and bass end over the previous one, and it now has power and bass end over the previous one, and it now has power and 
dimension. Sure the very lowest notdimension. Sure the very lowest notdimension. Sure the very lowest notdimension. Sure the very lowest note doesn't work, but it doesn't e doesn't work, but it doesn't e doesn't work, but it doesn't e doesn't work, but it doesn't 
even work in all subwoofers... Toccata played loud can highlight even work in all subwoofers... Toccata played loud can highlight even work in all subwoofers... Toccata played loud can highlight even work in all subwoofers... Toccata played loud can highlight 
the limitations of the reproduction, but the audio power by which the limitations of the reproduction, but the audio power by which the limitations of the reproduction, but the audio power by which the limitations of the reproduction, but the audio power by which 
this happens should be enough for the purposes of normal use.this happens should be enough for the purposes of normal use.this happens should be enough for the purposes of normal use.this happens should be enough for the purposes of normal use.    

JanitaJanitaJanitaJanita    works well, although at the high end there could still works well, although at the high end there could still works well, although at the high end there could still works well, although at the high end there could still 
be a little more to say... The kick is precise and rich in tones. Nils' be a little more to say... The kick is precise and rich in tones. Nils' be a little more to say... The kick is precise and rich in tones. Nils' be a little more to say... The kick is precise and rich in tones. Nils' 
guitars play a touch more dull than in the previous set's guitars play a touch more dull than in the previous set's guitars play a touch more dull than in the previous set's guitars play a touch more dull than in the previous set's 
reproduction. The tweeters facereproduction. The tweeters facereproduction. The tweeters facereproduction. The tweeters face----totototo----face work clearly better than face work clearly better than face work clearly better than face work clearly better than 
when when when when facing the same way, and now the level and sound is facing the same way, and now the level and sound is facing the same way, and now the level and sound is facing the same way, and now the level and sound is 
better. better. better. better. The feeling of space also immediately increases nicely.The feeling of space also immediately increases nicely.The feeling of space also immediately increases nicely.The feeling of space also immediately increases nicely.    

    
Sound: 8.5Sound: 8.5Sound: 8.5Sound: 8.5    



 

the set's own passive models were used. In order of superiority, 

the sets were ranked on the points awarded for sound quality. 

 

Conclusions 
From this group, we choose DLS as the best as far as sound is 

concerned. With the exception of some deficiencies in the upper 

register, the set's reproduction was mainly OK, and its bass has 

far and away the best kick and power. Rainbow was the best 

overall in sound, but could withstand hardly any increase in 

audio power. This was seen as such a significant problem that its 

score was reduced. With better power handling capacity, it 

would have scored at least the same as the DLS, or maybe even a 

touch more. 

The Sinuslive was the best of the bunch in the mid-range 

area, but had hardly any bass at all. The Sinus' woofer elements 

have ridiculously stiff mountings, so it might actually be that 

after a long time of 'playing it in', a lower range might emerge. 

Brand new, however, there are purely mid-range notes - 

although price-wise they are good ones. Ground Zero had 

nothing irritating at all, and in that sense was the best, but it too 

needs a subwoofer and even then is thin on sound. Kicker's 

tweeter was clearly the cheapest in the price category, but there 

wasn't much else to commend it. 

Overall, the sound of these relatively cheap speaker sets was 

a positive surprise. There was no really terrible performance, 

and all in all it's worth considering what features are important 

to you, and making your purchasing decision based on that.  

ASTM


